Kinetics of fibril formation by polyalanine peptides.
Ordered beta-sheet complexes, termed amyloid fibrils, are the underlying structural components of the intra- and extracellular fibrillar protein deposits that are associated with a variety of human diseases, including Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and the prion diseases. In this work, we investigated the kinetics of fibril formation using our newly developed off-lattice intermediate resolution model, PRIME. The model is simple enough to allow the treatment of large multichain systems while maintaining a fairly realistic description of protein dynamics without built-in bias toward any conformation when used in conjunction with constant temperature discontinuous molecular dynamics, a fast alternative to conventional molecular dynamics. Simulations were performed on systems containing 48-96 model Ac-KA14K-NH2 peptides. We found that fibril formation for polyalanines incorporate features that are characteristic of three models, the templated assembly, nucleated polymerization, and nucleated conformational conversion models, but that none of them gave a completely satisfactory description of the simulation kinetics. Fibril formation was nucleation-dependent, occurring after a lag time that decreased with increasing peptide concentration and increased with increasing temperature. Fibril formation appeared to be a conformational conversion process in which small amorphous aggregates --> beta-sheets --> ordered nucleus --> subsequent rapid growth of a small stable fibril or protofilament. Fibril growth in our simulations involved both beta-sheet elongation, in which the fibril grew by adding individual peptides to the end of each beta-sheet, and lateral addition, in which the fibril grew by adding already formed beta-sheets to its side. The initial rate of fibril formation increased with increasing concentration and decreased with increasing temperature.